DECEMBER 2012
THIS MONTH
I start this month with the sad news of the passing of Dougy Wotton who died on Tuesday November 20th.
Dougy may not have been familiar to members who have joined over the past few years as ill health prevented
him attending club nights, but as a founder member and a massively enthusiastic modeller he will be sorely
missed. I have sent the clubs condolences to Dougy’s family.
Last month saw our biggest annual competition ever with well over 60 models on the judging table, and
quality models in all categories. Results will be announced at our Xmas meeting on Wednesday further details
within…
Alongside coverage of the annual competition, we have a report on the Middle Wallop show and three build
articles from Gray covering Airfix’s Westland Lynx, Richard detailing some very small Hawkeye’s and Nigel
doing some rapid work on die cast vehicles.
2012 has obviously been a fantastic year for the country and it’s been great for the club with a large increase in
membership and an expansion in our activities. Whilst 2013 is unlikely to match 2012 for the country there is
no reason why the club can continue to go from strength to strength.

Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a very happy modelling New Year.
Tony

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS

ANNUAL COMPETITION/CHRISTMAS NIGHT 2012
The votes have been cast, counted and verified and the winners will be revealed on Wednesday night.
Don’t forget if you entered a model in competition last month, please bring it with you in case it wins its
category. We’ll announce the class winners as soon as we have all of the entrant’s models back on the tables,
hopefully around 8.30pm. The eight class winners (all apart from the ‘I’ve started but’) will then compete for
the John Cox Memorial Trophy.
We’ll also have a raffle; once again expertly run by Brian (we may even have raffle tickets this year!).
Contributions to the raffle are welcome, kits, modelling tools, books, wine, Christmas treats, anything you like.
Talking of which, tasty treats are also needed for the Christmas buffet – once again, any naughty but nice
treats that you might like to use to help your club mates expand their waistlines will be welcome!
Good luck to all of the participants!
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NOVEMBER

BY SEAN SUMMERS

It was a cold morning but not an early one as we made our way to Middle Wallop, I didn't hold out much hope
that it would be a great show but it is the nearest so off we went.
We unloaded the car and setup in a good spot, and first order of the day was a bacon sarni followed by a quick
look around the traders, there weren't that many there but I could see I was going to part with some cash, two
kits later a 1:48 scale Bearcat and Corsair and I was worried if I had brought enough cash. I calmed myself by
having a look around the other club stands there were some nice models on display and before long it was
lunch time.
It was then that I saw it, a 1:32 scale trumpeter F4F‐4 Wildcat and only £15 well it would have been rude not to
buy it .
This capped off what was a really good day, the show was small but quite busy and enjoyable in a great
museum.
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MIDDLE WALLOP SHOW PHOTOS
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ROMSEY MODELLER ANNUAL COMPETITION
November’s club meeting saw the biggest number of entries for our annual competition ever with over 60
models being entered in the 9 categories. The standard of modelling was very high , it’ll will be very
interesting to see the results as a number of models were worthy winners. Full results will be published next
month.

Class 1 ‐ Aircraft 1/72nd scale and below

1: Air Force One : Steve Hall

2: Spad XIII: Dave Henwood

3: Sea Venom : Steve Edwards

4: Spitfire Mk5: Sean Summers

5: Avro Lancaster III ASR: Nick Burden

6: Devastator – Brain Sampson
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7: Bell 47 : Brian Sampson

8:Thunderbolt : Will Booth

9: Hawk : Brain Sampson

10: Brabazon : Brain Sampson

Class 2 ‐ Aircraft above 1/72nd scale

11: RN Phantom : Gray Sharpling

12: Sea Venom : Steve Edwards

13: Arado 196: Sean Summers

14: Fokker DR1 : Dave Henwood

15: Dauntless SBD‐2 : Tony Adams

16: Jonnie Johnson Spit IX : Russell Howard
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17: The Orginal Big Cat (F‐14): Steve Harris

18 Spits at Sea: Steve Harris

Class 3 - Military Vehicles

19: R36 Maginot Line : Malcolm Grant

20: US M3 Halftrack Normandy – Jim Bettley

21: Tiger I (unknown unit) – Jim Bettley

24: “Cold Outside” Krupp Protz : Russell Eden

23:Leopold Rail Gun: Malcolm Grant

22: Semi Track & 88 : Steve Edwards
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25: Tamiya Erief SDKFZ 251 – Duncan Shipley Dalton

26: LAV ‐150 Commando‐ Dave Henwood

27: SAS Jeep– Duncan Shipley Dalton

28: SDKFZ251 ansf D: Jim Bettley

29: Stug IV Normandy : Jim Bettley

30: MKA Whippet – Dave Henwood

31: KV1 – Sean Summers
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Class 4 - Figures

32: Panzer Grenadier: Malcolm Grant

33: Ardennes Dec 1944: Malcolm Grant

34: Kaylee “Head Hunter” : Russell Eden

35: Joan ‘D’ Arc: Steve Edwards

36: Panzer Commander: Sean Summers
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Class 5 - Civilian Vehicles

37: Hyabusa – Russell Howard

38: Le Mans Corvette : Dale Koppi

39: Ford F‐150 XLT Nick Burden

40: Itasha Mini Cooper: Natascha Baylor

41: Exit Trance Dodge Magnum : Russell Howard

42: Mini Cooper 1275S: Jim Bettley

43: Honda CB750 Fout : Nick Burden

44: Lotus Super 7: Dave Henwood
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Class 6 - Ships

45: Type 7 : Sean Summers

46: Titantic : Steve Edwards

47: Britannic Fleet : Russell Eden

48: IJW Ise – Dale Koppi

Class 7 - Dioramas

49: Sulby Hedge – Naseby June 1643 – Dave O Meara

50: M60 in Germany : Malcolm Grant

51: “day went dat way”: Russell Eden

52: Short Lived Victory 1944 : Dave O Meara
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53: Schwimwaggon Das Reich – jim Bettey

Class 8 - Miscellaneous

54: Apollo 11 : Gray Sharpling

55: Watch Office – Nick Burden

56: Mars Attacks Head : Natasha Baylor

57 Da Red Baron – ork bomber : Russell Eden
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Class 9 – ‘I’ve started but…’ (unfinished work)

58: Nap’s – Brain Sampson

58: Nap’s – Brain Sampson

59: British Leyland Mini‐ Malcolm Grant

60: Cromwell MkIV‐ Malcolm Grant

61: Dauntless – Sean Summers

62: Jagdpanzer IV ‐ Malcolm Grant

63: Spacebattle Crusier – Dale Koppi
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DOUGY WOTTON BY NIGEL ROBINS
The passing of Dougy Wotton on Tuesday 20th November 2012 brings an end to a chapter for both IPMS
Southampton (South Hants Military Modelling society) and the Romsey Modellers as he was a founder
member of both clubs. Dougy, despite having an IPMS membership number of 80 always would say that he
was a hockey player first and a modeller second. In fact, he was still coaching hockey at Southampton’s King
Edward VI School well into his seventies and this was despite having two replacement hips!
Undertaking his National Service, he became an Army Physical Training Instructor, serving with the 10th
Hussars and he remained a keen sportsman until nearly the end of his life. Dougy appreciated that he would
never be the greatest model maker, he often called himself a “muddler” rather than a modeller but where he
lacked in quality he made up for in the quantity of the models he produced. For example, he made a model of
an aircraft from every squadron (Allied and Axis) that took part in the Battle of Britain and he also had a model
of each marque of Spitfire in his collection.

Dougy s aircraft on display at the Southampton Show around 1974
I first encountered Dougy’s models back in the 1970s when Southampton Model Club displayed their work,
annually, in a tent at the Southampton Show. On tables along one side of the tent were all of Dougy’s aircraft,
representing examples of probably every plastic aircraft kit that was available at that time. This was a highly
impressive display of model aircraft that few individuals have been able to equal since.
His enthusiasm for model making was infectious and through his friendship of Maurice Landy, then production
manager at Matchbox, Dougy was able to quietly influence some of the choice of plastic kits that Matchbox
produced. It is highly likely that the Diamond T tank transporter, LRDG Chevrolet and Char Bis were produced
as a result of him making suggestions to Maurice.
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Dougy presenting a model of a 617 Squadron Lancaster to Group Captain Leonard
Cheshire VC, DSO and 2 bars DFC at his old school Monkton Coombe in 1979
Dougy was also in contact with a number of high ranking Ex RAF officers and some of these were introduced to
bemused club members from time to time in the 1970s. Being a well‐known model maker he was occasionally
asked by both Airfix and Matchbox to build up presentation models of their latest kits. In about 1972 he was
asked by Airfix to build their brand new 1/72 Mosquito kit, which was produced with a comprehensive set of
markings and stencils and present this to Group Captain Leonard Cheshire V.C. DSO and 2 bars DFC. On
accepting the model, Cheshire remarked that he could not ever remember seeing the wing stencilling on his
actual aircraft. A potentially awkward moment arose as present were journalists from the modelling press as
well as representatives from Airfix. Dougy diffused this brilliantly by saying, “Of course, Group Captain, the Erks
that serviced your aircraft were so experienced they wouldn’t have needed the stencilling as they knew which
panels were fragile, so they simply painted it out but it would have been there when the aircraft arrived new
from the factory!”
Dougy was a larger than life character who will, no doubt, be missed by Southampton’s hockey players as well
as its model makers.

FROM LES COOPER
I am so sad to hear that one of the nicest people have had the pleasure to call a friend has gone . When I first
moved to Romsey and put out the advert in the local Romsey gazette regarding starting a model club it was
Dougy Wootton and John Cox who gave me the most encouragement. I will miss his wonderful cheeky grin and
his lovely little quips on life. You could always tell if Dougy was in the room by his schoolboy laugh . It made me
smile. I owe both John and Dougy a great deal of thanks for giving me the courage to pursue the beginnings of
the fledgling Romsey Modellers because as the club grew I got to know so many great people who became
great friends. It gives me great pleasure to see how Romsey Modellers has grown from those early days to the
respect the club has now around the world, all due to John and Dougy . Great friends and great memories.
Les Cooper.
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TRUMPETER 1/350 SCALE E‐2C HAWKEYE BY RICHARD STEWART
Well after Telford it was a struggle getting me back into gear regarding these little aircraft, which seem to have
taken an age to complete. To be truthful the only reason they are not done yet is the old enemy time and not
enough of it.
The aircraft are quite well moulded with nice (albeit heavy) panel lines. These kits still have the two‐colour
plastic, grey for fuselage and wings and black for undercarriage propellers etc. The problem I’m having with
the black plastic is paint does not like to adhere to it very well. It is a shame that they do not just mould it in
just grey plastic and leave us modellers to colour it as we please.
I wanted one aircraft to have the access door open. I drilled a correct diameter hole at the top and bottom of
the door and just cut and thinned the middle out. It was then I needed to detail the interior with a desk or two
and some radio equipment &yes they are in there!

An E3 getting the full treatment

Using silver foil to mask and protect the canopy

Once this was done and all the aircraft fuselages glued together and cockpit area was painted black, it was
then a case of fixing the front screen. This comes as a whole clear section, and a fair bit of time was spent
‘blending in’ the clear plastic with the grey using
Mr Surfacer 500.
To ensure a nice clear canopy window aperture I
used sliver foil and a new scalpel blade and cut
freehand around the windscreen. Once this was
done the aircraft were hand painted with Model
Master Gull grey, as you can imagine at 1/350
scale this did not take long!
Next on the production run was the masking up
of the de‐icing boots which although Star fighter
decals does supply them I found it far easier just
to mask up and use a permanent marker pen.
Front windscreen complete; note the extra framing was
done by painting spare decal sheet with gull grey and
cutting into strips. Also the tail planes I removed at a later
date as they were forever getting knocked off!
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DECAL TIME
With this stage of the build it was time to apply the decals as the size of the plane limits the accessibility when
it‘s all together. After a coat of future they went on fine with the only chore having to cut around all the decals
on the sheet.
After I had applied all the decals which included some very nice walkways along the wing and fuselage, I
noticed on actual photos of the aircraft that the Starfighter reference sheet is incorrect to the placement of
the red warning arrows around the engine. The instructions indicate to position them near the intakes and
propellers (a logical assumption) but the photos have them on the front gear doors. It just goes to show you
never have enough reference information.
Once they were on and dried fully I applied my home made mix of matt base coat and acrylic furniture varnish
to seal them in and to avoid them wearing away from constant handling.

BRASS ETCHINGS!
I’m using the set from WEM on this one and
it’s a very nice detailed piece of work. I have
painted the wheels and before I removed
them from the etch, I used my Waldron
punch tool to punch out some white decal
sheet and made some hub discs. With a few
drops of decal softener these contoured
nicely to the hub detail. My only issue with
this set was I painted the fret in white primer.
To colour the flaps and warning lines on the
undercarriage doors I used a red engineer’s
permanent marker. This was fine until the
next day when some of the red had leached
across some of my nice sharp demarcation
lines!!
Brass Etch wheels with decal centres and a view after
What I should have done is sealed the primer
scraping away the red bleed through!
before application of the red, once bittern! It
meant I had to scrape away some of the red ‘bleed through’ until all was back to normal.
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TAILS AND THINGS
As I mentioned earlier after fitting the tail planes I had to remove them again as they kept on being knocked
off. It was time to start building these up. I found the amount of sprue on the small tail planes was excessive. I
suppose if it were less they would fall off in transit from China and I would then be moaning about that!

Wings and tail‐planes under construction with my
F14s taking a back seat.

Cleaning up the undercarriage area prior to fitment of
struts

OPPS
Soon after I glued on the radar domes I realised that the underside of these were white and so it was off with
them to repaint. Also around the outer edge is a black line, which I’m in the process of doing at the moment
and it does look like I’m a recovering alcoholic! So any ideas of what to do to obtain a ‘pin sharp’ line will be
much appreciated.

Almost ready but it’s the little things that make the
difference!

Rear view with flaps extended which as the wings will
be folded is there normal position in that attitude

CONCLUSION THUS FAR
I thought that this week would have been the week I finished these aircraft but unfortunately the ‘time god’
(AKA wife!) has beaten me again. (Not literally)
This is the point I’m at with gear/flaps down doors open, arrester hook fitted. The potential is there and
hopefully I should have them done for the New Year.
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AIRFIX 1/48 WESTLAND LYNX HMA8 – PART 1 BY GRAY SHARPLING
I’ve always been a big fan of helicopters. I not sure
why, but something about the audacity of a machine
that seems to fly by beating the laws of physics into
submission, rather than working with them, just
appeals to me?
Wanting this hobby to be fun, not a chore, I had
heard very good things about the latest kits coming
out of Airfix, so this looked to be a good choice? All
the reviews said these newest kits from Airfix were of
“Tamiya quality” ‐ superb detail, excellent fit, and
very accurate? So my hopes were high for something
special before I even opened the box. I also hoped
this would be rather less hard‐work than my old
Phantom. How wrong I was!

The latest offerings from Airfix have
been of “Tamiya quality”.

To Airfix’s credit, they give you a lot of variants and options in the box. You get painting instructions and
decals (from Cartograf no less!) for three different aircraft from the Dutch, German, and Royal Navies; plus
optional parts for three different roles – search & rescue, anti‐piracy, and anti‐submarine warfare (which is the
option I wanted to build, for the British Royal Navy – basically the same as had turned up in person at Telford
last month, I had taken some good reference photos from the show). The box‐cover shows the German Navy
version in the anti‐piracy role. I had also treated myself to a little bit of Eduard etch to spruce‐up the interior
slightly, plus pre‐cut masks for the glass‐work.
My first glance at the instructions, a 24‐page A4 book, forced the proverbial sharp intake of breath. This
suddenly looked like it could prove to be my most complex build to date? Ulp! It took me over an hour of
reading carefully just to go through the instruction book with a pencil, trying to figure out which build steps I
would or would not need for my chosen variant; and finding Tamiya‐equivalents for all the Humbrol‐only paint
references. The level of detail out of the box was an eye‐opener for me, My last Airfix kit probably dated from
the 1970’s, and this was in a completely different league. Not only was the surface detail on the parts just
superb, but the engineering looked to be excellent too. Just one small example of the thought and effort that
had gone into this kit: Airfix had even gone to the trouble of supplying two entire complete separate floor‐
plates to be used on different variants. Impressive. Most impressive.

COCKPIT
As is usual with aircraft, one starts with the cockpit, although this being a helicopter, you actually get to build
the entire interior. If you wanted, I suppose you could build this with the side‐doors closed, thus hiding 80% of
the interior, and saving yourself a lot of work. However, as I hope this will be my entry for the St. George’s
competition in April (if I finish in time – no sniggering please), I wanted to try and put a little more effort in
than that. So it would be doors‐open for me, which meant I needed to put some effort into the interior.

Committing sacrilege on a perfectly good model - removing the moulded seat-belts ready for later etch versions.
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The two front seats came with moulded‐on seat‐belts, which I
wasn’t that happy with. There are no etch seat‐belts specifically
for the Lynx available yet (as far as I know), so I decided I would
use some etch seat‐belts from a 1/48 Sea King as substitutes. So
before I even got to step 1 in the instruction book, I spent some
time carefully shaving the pre‐moulded seat‐belts off from the
seat cushions before putting the five‐part seats together.

Trying to simulate sheepskin fur in 1/48 scale?

Then I had a small quandary. My Telford references showed that
Lynx pilots clearly like nice toasty warm buttocks, as there were
fluffy sheepskin covers to protect their delicate behinds. How to
re‐create the sheepskin seat covers in tiny 1/48 scale? After some
thought, I eventually tried a light dusting of grass‐flock glued to
masking tape with white‐glue, and when that had dried, I sprayed
the result a cream colour. Still not convinced how well this will
work, the texture looks too big, but I’ll reserve judgement until I
come to actually cut out the cushions.

No idea if this will work until I come to cut out
the cushions, but I’m not convinced yet?

A little surgery was required on the instrument panel to allow for the etch replacement parts, which was a
little traumatic chopping‐up a perfectly good kit, but the etch should hopefully look so much better than the
Airfix‐supplied instrument decal, having both depth and texture when it eventually goes down. Etch was also
added to the cockpit frames for added detail.

More sacrilege – off comes the instrument detail.

The first of the etch goes onto the cockpit frames and instrument binnacle prior to painting.
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FIVE MINUTE MODELLING BY NIGEL ROBINS
I am sitting here today; writing this, looking at more rain (And now thunder) and general winter gloom, certain
in the knowledge that I have this to look forward to for the next few months as well. At times like this all
current projects don’t seem to appeal, what I need is something quick that is going to provide an instant result,
pick up my spirits and banish my apathy.(Beer is not the answer here!!)
The solution is five minute modelling. Let me explain, from time to time I buy 1/76 Oxford Die‐cast vehicles.
Some of these are very good indeed and with a little work can be transformed into something unique. Now, I
am not advocating giving up modelling and solely collecting die‐casts, I am just saying that they should not be
overlooked as quick modelling projects. Recently I bought the Oxford 8HP Austin Tilley and it is a lovely model,
in fact it looks better than the white metal model by MMS I have in my collection straight from the box and
retails at a bargain £4.50.
The die‐cast is not without its faults but they are mainly to do with the paintwork so can be easily corrected.
The model comes finished in the Mickey Mouse scheme of 1944‐45 but the roof and tilt should be solely black
rather than camouflaged black/green. The shovel on the roof would not have had a silver blade and the
windscreen could benefit from a wiper blade/arm. Therefore, out came the paint brush and matt black, a bit
of black painted micro strip was glued to the windscreen and it was job done. I glued the axles to the chassis
with cockpit glue and painted everything underneath matt black once the glue had dried. I used a little dark
green paint to paint in the shovel blade and headlight covers, in fact you could always build these up with
Milliput if you wanted to or even delete one headlight as, again, this would be prototypically accurate. I left
the markings alone on this occasion, though you
could easily alter the formation signs if you wanted
to model a particular unit or for that matter change
the vehicle serial number. Result: a neat little model
which then just required a coat of matt varnish and
light weathering.
Okay, so it probably took me about half an hour to
complete all of this and Oxford collectors will, no
doubt, castigate me for vandalising a collectable die‐
cast but I now have a nice, personalised model complete in an afternoon, so I don’t care!!
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CLUB DIARY
December 19th
January 16

Xmas Night

th

Club Night

February 20th

Club Night

March 20th

Club Night

April 17

th

Club Night

th

Club Night

July 17th

Trumpeter/
Dragon Competition

August 21st

Club Night

September 18th

Club Night

October 16

Yeovilton Spring Show
NewMod Show

June 1st

IPMS Salisbury Show

TBA
September 21st

Build a Model in a Day

St George Competition

May 15th
June 19

February 9th
February 16th

th

Club Night

November 20th
December 18

IPMS Farnborough Show

November 9th/10th
TBA

Annual Competition

th

Scale ModelWorld 2013
Middle Wallop Show

Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday December 19th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Nigel Robins
Richard Stewart

Sean Summers
Tony Adams
Gray Sharpling

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
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